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Introduction
The recently discovered equations of Seiberg and Witten produced the equivalent of an Earthquake in the world of 4-dimensional gauge theory. There is no more bubbling and the equations are almost linear.
The "old" Donaldson theory naturally lead to the instanton Floer homology of a 3manifold as the missing piece in a general gluing formula for the Donaldson invariants. Similarly, the Seiberg-Witten theory leads to the "monopole homology" which is the Floer homology of the Seiberg-Witten functional defined by a spin c manifold (see [KM] ).
The first main difficulty in understanding this object comes from the fact that the chains defining this homology are less "friendly" than the chains which generate the instanton homology. In the latter case these are the flat connections on an SU(2) bundle which are well understood both topologically and geometrically. The meaning of the chains in monopole homology is far from obvious and the most significant progress was made in [MST] when the manifold is a product S 1 × Σ where Σ is a surface of genus ≥ 2. The reason why things are tractable in this case is because in this particular case S 1 × N is a Kähler manifold. The solutions of the 3D Seiberg-Witten equations coincide with the S 1 -invariant solutions of the 4D Seiberg Witten equations (see [D] ). On a Kähler manifold the solutions of these equations have a quite explicit description.
If now N is the total space of a principal S 1 bundle of nonzero degree over a surface Σ then S 1 × N admits a natural complex structure but this time the manifold cannot be Kähler for the simple reason that the first Betti number is odd. A special example of such surface is the Hopf surface S 1 × S 3 . In this case S 3 is the total space of the Hopf fibration which has degree −1.
From an analytical point of view, this situation is in many respects similar to the case of holomorphic curves in an almost complex manifold. If the almost complex structure is compatible with a symplectic form then the energy of a holomorphic curve has a topological significance: it is the symplectic area of the homology class carried by the curve. This information considerably eases the analysis of such curves.
On the Seiberg-Witten side, the mere presence of a symplectic structure achieves two things: on the first hand , the Dirac operators are just twisted Dolbeault operators and, on the second hand, the curvature part of the equation carries topological information. Both Witten [Wit] and Taubes [T] rely on these facts in their studies. One then expects that in the non-symplectic case things will be more complicated.
Another interesting geometric aspect of the 3D Seiberg-Witten equations is their interaction (through the Weitzenböck formula) with the scalar curvature of the 3manifold. In particular, if the underlying 3-manifold admits a metric with positive scalar curvature than the Seiberg-Witten equations with respect to that metric have no nontrivial solutions.
It is now worth pointing out a curious dichotomy. It is known (see [Loh] ) that in any dimension there are no topological restrictions to metrics of negative Ricci or scalar curvature. Thus, topologically, these metrics seem to be less interesting. This is precisely the curvature regime where one expects nontrivial informations from the Seiberg-Witten equations. It is therefore natural to restrict our attention to 3manifolds which admit no metric of positive scalar curvature. This condition already limits the topological type of the 3-manifold but there are many interesting examples. For example (see [LM] Thm. 6.18) a 3-dimensional manifold of K(π, 1) type cannot carry a metric of positive scalar curvature. If such a manifold admits a metric of non-positive scalar curvature then it must be Ricci flat. On a 3-manifold the Ricci curvature uniquely determines the full Riemann tensor and in particular such a manifold should be flat. Up to a diffeomorphism there are only six such manifolds (see [Wo] , Corollary 3.5.10).
The total space of a principal S 1 -bundle over a surface of genus g ≥ 1 is a K(π, 1)space and thus it carries no metrics of non-negative scalar curvature. Moreover if the bundle is nontrivial the above discussion shows that the scalar curvature of any metric must be strictly negative somewhere.
The examples listed above are thus natural candidates for manifolds on which the Seiberg-Witten may posses nontrivial solutions. We analyze the Seiberg-Witten equations on a special class of 3-manifolds, namely those which admit a Killing vector field of constant pointwise length and satisfy an additional technical condition (see Proposition 2.2). The isometry group of such a manifold is sufficiently rich (it has positive dimension) so by the classical Bochner theorem ( [Ber] ) its Ricci curvature cannot be everywhere negative definite. This is implicitly a positivity condition on the curvature, albeit a very weak one. We show that any oriented Seifert 3-manifold admits such a structure. On such manifolds the Dirac operators have an especially nice form and in particular the Seiberg-Witten equations can be further dissected. We are interested in the behavior of the solutions of the Seiberg-Witten equations as the metric degenerates in the direction of the Killing vector field. On Seifert manifolds this would correspond to collapsing the fibers.
The paper is divided into three parts. The first part studies in detail the differential geometry of the metric almost contact (m.a.c.) manifolds. In particular, we distinguish a special class of such manifolds the so called Killing m.a.c manifolds. These are Riemann manifolds which admit a Killing vector field ζ of pointwise length 1. Any oriented Killing m.a.c 3-manifold is diffeomorphic to a Seifert manifold and moreover any Seifert 3-manifold admits a Killing m.a.c structure. These Killing m.a.c manifolds have an additional nice property: they are normal almost contact manifolds (in the sense defined in [B] or [YK] ) which means the product with S 1 admits a natural integrable almost complex structure. A special class of Killing m.a.c. 3-manifolds consists of the (K, λ) manifolds, λ ∈ R. They are characterized by the condition
where η denotes the 1-form dual to the Killing vector field ζ. The total space of a principal S 1 -bundle admits a natural (K, λ)-structure described for the first time by Boothby and Wang. We present a 1-parameter family of such nice metric structures and we explicitly compute its differential geometric invariants: the Levi-Civita connection, the Ricci and the scalar curvature. Factoring with suitable groups of isometries one can construct many other interesting examples. In particular, in subsection §1.4 we are able to prove that any Seifert manifold admits a (K, λ)-structure. More precisely, the natural geometries on Seifert manifolds ( from the list of 6 described in [S] ) are (K, λ) structures. The scalar λ should be regarded as a measure of "twisting " of the Seifert fibration. As the metric degenerates (and so the fibers become shorter and shorter) λ will tend to zero and thus the fibration will become "less and less twisted".
The second part is devoted to Dirac operators on m.a.c manifolds. The spinor bundles corresponding to the various spin c structures can be very nicely described in the almost-contact language. We introduce two different classes of Dirac operators and compare them. Also we establish a commutator identity which is an important ingredient in the study of adiabatic limits. Moreover we show that the (K, λ)-condition on a 3-manifold N is equivalent with a holomorpic structure on a natural line bundle over S 1 × N equipped with a natural complex structure. This structure is Kähler if and only if λ ≡ 0. These first two parts are interesting per se.
Finally, in the third part we introduce the 3-dimensional Seiberg-Witten equations and study the adiabatic limits of solutions as the metric degenerates in the direction of ζ. The "adiabatic picture" is strikingly similar with the conclusions of [D] , [MST] or [Mun] when the 3-manifold is the trivial S 1 -bundle over a surface. When the manifold is Seifert, the adiabatic limits consist of pairs:
(holomorphic line bundle over the base of the Seifert fibration+ a normalized section of this line b
The natural metric on the base of a Seifert fibration has in general orbifold singularities and the above holomorphy is defined in terms of such a metric. The key ingredient in the proof is a uniform estimates on the curvatures of solutions as the metric degenerates. This is deduced from some commutator identities using the special form of the Seiberg-Witten equations on a (K, λ)-manifold. The tangent bundle of any oriented Riemann 3-manifold is trivial. In particular, its structural group SO(3) can be reduced to SO(2) ∼ = U(1). Such a reduction is called an almost contact structure. In this section we will discuss the special differential geometric features of a 3-manifold equipped with an almost contact structure. Most of these facts are known (see [B] , [YK] ) but we chose to present them in some detail in order to emphasize the special 3-dimensional features. §1.1 Basic objects Consider an oriented 3-manifold N.
Contents
Definition 1.1 (a) An almost contact structure on N is a nowhere vanishing 1-form
(c) A Riemann metric g on N is said to be compatible with an almost contact structure η if |η(x)| g = 1 for all x ∈ N. A metric almost contact structure (m.a.c) on N is a pair (η, g)= (almost contact structure, compatible metric). (d) Consider a m.a.c. 3-manifold (N, η, g) and λ ∈ R. We say the metric is λ-
where * denotes the Hodge * -operator on the oriented Riemann manifold (N, g) . A λ-metric almost contact structure (λ-m.a.c.) on N is a pair (η, g)=(almost contact structure, λ-adapted metric)
Remark 1.2 (a) Since the tangent bundle of a compact, oriented 3-manifold is trivial there exist many almost contact structures on such manifolds. A nontrivial result of J. Martinet [Ma] states that any such manifold admits contact structures (see also [TW] for an "elementary" proof).
(b) Note that if g is a metric λ-adapted to the almost contact structure and λ = 0 then η actually defines a contact structure. When λ > 0 the orientation of N agrees with the orientation defined by η ∧dη. The notion of 1-adapted metric was introduced in [CH] as metric adapted to a contact structure. The auxiliary parameter λ will play a role when discussing anisotropic adiabatic deformations of the metric. Then there exist Riemann metrics λ-adapted to η.
Proof (a) It follows from the orthogonal decomposition
where η denotes the real line bundle spanned by η. 
Note that dη naturally defines an isomorphism
Char dη ⊕ Ann η ∼ = T N.
Now pick a metric g 0 on Char dη and a metric g 1 on Ann η such that
where * denotes the Hodge operator with respect to the metric g 0 ⊕ g 1 on N. We let the reader check that g is adapted to η. 2 Remark 1.4 Let (N, η, g) be λ-m.a.c. 3-manifold. Denote by ζ the vector field dual to η For each δ > 0 denote by g δ the anisotropic deformation of g defined by
we conclude that g δ is λ/δ adapted to η δ . Anisotropic deformations as above were discussed also in [YK] where they were named D-homotheties.
Consider a m.a.c structure (η, g) on the oriented 3-manifold N. A local, oriented, orthonormal frame {ζ 0 , ζ 1 , ζ 2 } of T N is said to be adapted to the m.a.c. structure if ζ 0 is the metric dual of η. The dual coframe of an adapted frame {ζ 0 , ζ 1 , ζ 2 } has the form {η 0 , η 1 , η 2 } where η 0 = η and * η = η 2 ∧ η 2 . In the sequel we will operate exclusively with adapted frames.
Denote by Cl(N) the bundle of Clifford algebras generated T * N metric. The quantization map exterior algebra → Clifford algebra (see [BGV] ) induces a map q : Λ * T * N → Cl (N) .
On the other hand Λ * T * N has a natural structure of Cl(N)-module so that via the quantization map we can construct an action of ΛT * M on itself
called Clifford multiplication.
On a m.a.c. 3-manifold (N, η, g) the Clifford multiplication by * η has a remarkable property. More precisely
If (η 0 , η 1 , η 2 ) is a local coframe then the bundle η ⊥ is locally spanned by η 1 , η 2 and c( * η) acts according to the prescription
In particular, we notice that both c( * η) and −c( * η) define complex structures on the real 2-plane bundle η ⊥ .
Definition 1.5 The complex line bundle ( η ⊥ , −c( * η)) is called the canonical line bundle of the m.a.c. 3-manifold (N, η, g) and is denoted by K = K η,g .
When viewed as a real bundle K (and hence K −1 as well) has a natural orientation. We have an isomorphism of oriented real vector bundles
where −η (resp η )denotes the real line bundle spanned and oriented by −η (resp η). §1.2 The structural equations of a m.a.c. manifold Consider a m.a.c. 3 manifold (N, η, g) and denote by ∇ the Levi-Civita connection of the metric g Fix and adapted local frame of {ζ 0 , ζ 1 , ζ 2 } and denote by {η 0 , η 1 , η 2 } the dual coframe. The connection 1-form of ∇ with respect to these trivializations can be computed using Cartan's structural equation. More precisely if
We want to analyze the form of the above equations when (N, g) has additional geometric properties. For j = 0, 1, 2 we set
We will consider three special situations. A. (N, η, g) is a λ -m.a.c. manifold. We have the equality
In the equality
we replace X and Y with pairs of vectors ζ i , ζ j and we deduce the following equalities
We substitute X and Y with pairs of basic vectors ζ i , ζ j and we obtain the following identities.
(1.10)
A similar computation as in the case A shows that
Thus the scalar λ(x) is independent of the local frame used i.e. it is an invariant of the Killing m.a.c. structure (N, η, g) .
Differentiating the above equality we deduce
Thus C 0 (x) defines the infinitesimal rotation of ζ ⊥ produced by the parallel transport along ζ. Hence this is another invariant of the Killing m.a.c. structure and will be denoted by ϕ(x). Finally set
Note for further references that
Remark 1.6 (a) The invariant λ behaves nicely under the anisotropic rescalings described in §1.1. In particular it can be made arbitrarily small via such deformations of the metric. Thus
(b) Assume λ is not constant and let c be a a regular value of λ. Then the level set λ −1 (c) is a smooth embedded surface in N and ζ is a nowhere vanishing tangent vector field along λ −1 (c). If N is compact this implies λ −1 (c) is an embedded torus.
(c) The above computations show that a Killing m.a.c structure defines a normal almost contact structure on N. This means that the almost complex structure J on
is integrable. See [B] or [YK] for more details.
We can now easily compute the sectional curvatures R(ζ j , ζ)ζ, ζ j . More precisely we have
Hence the scalar curvature of N is determined by
where κ(x) denotes the sectional curvature of the plane spanned by ζ 1 and ζ 2 . The connection ∇ defines via orthogonal projections a connection ∇ ⊥ on Ann η = ζ ⊥ . More precisely
Denote by F ⊥ the curvature of this connection and by σ the scalar
( 1.18) It is not difficult to show that σ is independent of the local frame and so is an invariant of the Killing m.a.c. structure. With respect to this frame it has the description
Note that the anisotropic deformation introduced in §1.1 does not change ∇ ⊥ so that
Using the structural equations of ∇ we deduce
Hence
In particular, using (1.17) we deduce
(1.20)
Thus for δ very large σ(x) is a good approximation for the scalar curvature.
Proposition 1.7 Assume N is a compact oriented Killing m.a.c 3-manifold. Then N is diffeomorphic to an oriented Seifert 3-manifold. Conversely, any compact oriented Seifert 3-manifold admits a Killing m.a.c structure.
Proof The Killing m.a.c. structures (η, g) with respect to the fixed metric g are parameterized by the unit sphere in the Lie algebra of compact Lie group of isometries Isom (N, g) . In particular, the group Isom (N, g) has positive dimension. If this is the case the maximal torus induces at least one fixed-point-free S 1 action on N (slight perturbations of ζ in the Lie algebra of Isom(N, g) will not introduce zeroes of the corresponding vector field on N). Hence N must be a Seifert manifold. Conversely, given a Seifert manifold N denote by ζ the generator of the fixedpoint-free S 1 action and for each θ ∈ S 1 denote by T θ its action on N Define M ζ as the collection of Riemann metrics g on N such that
Note that M is convex and
In particular we deduce
(1.21)
The (K, 1)-manifolds are also known as K-contact manifolds (cf. [B] , [YK] ). In dimension three this notion coincides with the notion of Sasakian manifold.
Remark 1.8 Arguing as in [We] one can show that the compact (K, λ) manifolds with λ = 0 are Seifert manifolds with even first Betti number. The Euler class of such a Seifert manifold is = 0. In fact, it has the opposite sign of λ. In section §1.4 we will show that any Seifert 3-manifold admits a (K, λ) structure. When λ = 0 the Betti number is odd. This means the Euler class of such a Seifert fibered manifold must be 0.
The sectional curvature of any plane containing ζ is λ 2 and the full curvature tensor is completely determined by the the sectional curvature κ of the planes spanned by ζ 1 and ζ 2 . The scalar curvature of N is
Using the structural equations we deduce that with respect to the adapted frame {ζ 0 , ζ 1 , ζ 2 } the Ricci curvature has the form
For any oriented (K, λ) 3-manifold (not necessarily compact) we denote by K N the group of isomorphism of the (K, λ) structure i.e. orientation preserving isometries which invariate η. For any discrete subgroup Γ ⊂ K N acting freely and discontinuously on N we obtain a covering N → N/Γ. Clearly N/Γ admits a natural (K, λ) structure induced from N. In §1.4 we will use this simple observation to construct (K, λ)-structures on any Seifert 3-manifold. §1.3 The Boothby-Wang construction In this subsection we describe some natural (K, λ) structures on the total space of a principal S 1 -bundle over a compact oriented surface. Except some minor modifications this construction is due to Boothby and Wang, [BW] (see also [B] ).
Consider ℓ ∈ Z and denote by N ℓ the total space of a degree ℓ principal S 1 bundle over a compact oriented surface of genus g:
We orient N ℓ using the rule
Notice in particular that iΩ is cohomologous to 2ℓdv h b . Now pick a connection form ω such that iΩ = 2ℓdv h b .
Denote by ζ the unique vertical vector field on N ℓ such that ω(ζ) ∼ = i and set η δ = −iω/δ. Thus η δ (ζ) ∼ = 1/δ. Notice that Ann η coincides with the horizontal distribution H ω defined by the connection ω. Now define a metric h on N ℓ according to the prescriptions.
Clearly L ζ h = i.e. ζ is a Killing vector field. Moreover
In other words, we have constructed a (K, −ℓ/δ) structure on N ℓ . We conclude this subsection by describing the geometry of N ℓ in terms of the geometry of Σ. The only thing we need to determine is the curvature κ introduced in the previous subsection in terms of the sectional curvature Σ. It is not difficult to see this coincides with the invariant σ(x) defined in (1.18). Because of the special geometry of this situation formula (1.19) can be further simplified.
To achieve this we will use again the structural equations. Denote by {ψ 1 , ψ 2 } a local, oriented orthonormal coframe on Σ and set η j = π * ψ j , j = 1, 2. Then
The structural equations of Σ have the form
where θ is a 1-form locally defined on Σ. Set θ j = i π * ζ j θ, j = 1, 2
Since dη j = π * dψ j we deduce that dη j is horizontal. On the other, hand using (1.2) we deduce
Using (1.22) we deduce
Similarly one shows C 2 = θ 2 .
( 1.26) Using (1.19) and (1.24) we deduce
and in particular the scalar curvature of N ℓ is given by
( 1.28) If the curvature σ of Σ is constant then invoking the Gauss-Bonnet theorem we deduce
where g denotes the genus of Σ. Hence in this case
The above computations show that if N ℓ is sufficiently "twisted " (i.e. ℓ is large enough) then the scalar curvature of N ℓ is somewhere negative. Moreover if the genus of σ is ≥ 2 then Gauss-Bonnet theorem implies σ must be somewhere negative and in particular so must be s N . It is well know that the positivity of the scalar curvature is an obstruction to the existence of harmonic spinors. Thus, for g ≥ 2 and/or ℓ sufficiently large this obstruction no longer exists. Remark 1.9 Let N denote the total space of a principal S 1 bundle over an oriented surface Σ, not necessarily compact. If ω denotes a connection form on N such that −idω descends to a constant multiple of the volume form on Σ then the previous computations extend verbatim to this case and one sees that in this situation one also obtains a (K, λ)-structure on N.
For example let N denote the unit tangent bundle of the hyperbolic plane H 2 . The Levi-Civita connection on H 2 induces an S 1 -connection ω on N. Then −idω = −1d vol H 2 since H 2 has constant curvature ≡ −1. Thus N has a natural (K, 1) (= Sasakian) structure.
The group of isometries of H 2 is P SL(2, R) and induces an action on N which preserves the above Sasakian structure. (In fact, N is isomorphic with P SL(2, R) and via this isomorphism the above action is precisely the usual left action of a Lie group on itself.) If now Γ ⊂ P SL(2, R) is a Fuchsian group with a compact fundamental domain then N/Γ is a compact Seifert manifold with a natural Sasakian structure. §1.4 Geometric Seifert structures The main result of this subsection shows that any compact, oriented, Seifert 3-manifold admits a (K, λ) structure. This will follow easily from the description of the geometric Seifert structures in [JN] or [S] .
Theorem 1.10 Any compact, oriented, Seifert 3-manifold admits a (K, λ) structure.
Proof
We will begin by reviewing the basic facts about the geometric Seifert structures in a form suitable to the application we have in mind. For details we refer to [JN] or [S] and the references therein.
A geometric structure on a manifold M is a complete locally homogeneous Riemann metric of finite volume. The universal cover of a manifold M equipped with a geometric structure is a homogeneous space which we will call the model of the structure. It is known that if a 3-manifold admits a geometric structure then its model belongs to a list of 8 homogeneous spaces (see [S] ).
Any Seifert manifold admits a geometric structure corresponding to one of the following 6 models:
where E k denotes the k-dimensional euclidian space, H 2 denotes the hyperbolic plane, N denotes the Heisenberg group equipped with a left invariant metric andP SL denotes the universal cover of P SL(2, R) ∼ = Isom (H 2 ).
According to [RV] , the Seifert manifolds which admit N as a model are the nontrivial S 1 bundles over a torus and as we have seen in the previous subsection such manifolds admit (K, λ) structures.
The Seifert manifolds which admit geometric structures by E 3 are flat space form and are completely described in [Wo] . One can verify directly that these admit natural (K, λ) structures.
S 3 has a natural (K, 1) structure as the total space of the Hopf fibration S 3 → S 2 . Any Seifert manifold modelled by S 3 is obtained as the quotient by a finite group of fiber preserving isometries. Thus they all inherit a (K, 1) structure. As far as Seiberg-Witen equations are concerned these structures are less interesting since they all have positive scalar curvature.
If X is a model other that S 3 or E 3 then the group of isomorphisms which fix a given point x ∈ X fixes a tangent direction at that point. so X hast an Aut (X)invariant tangent line field. This line field fibers X over S 2 , E 2 or H 2 .
For X = S 2 × E 1 , H 2 × E 1 this is the obvious fibration.P SL can be alternatively identified with the universal cover of the unit tangent bundle T 1 H 2 of H 2 . It thus has a natural line fibration which coincides with the fibration abstractly described above. Note that the (K, 1) structure on T 1 H 2 constructed at the end of §1.3 lifts to the universal coverP SL.
If X is one of of these remaining three models denote by Aut f (X) ⊂ Aut (X) the subgroup preserving the above line fibration (as an oriented fibration). Note that each of them admits a (K, λ) structure and Aut f is in fact a group of isomorphisms of this structure.
The trivial Seifert manifold S 2 ×S 1 presents a few "pathologies" as far as geometric Seifert structures are concerned (see [JN] ) but we do not need to worry since it obviously admits a (K, 0) structure.
The other Seifert manifolds which admit geometric structures modelled by S 2 ×E 1 , H 2 × E 1 orP SL can be obtained as quotients Π \ X where Π is some subgroup of Aut f . Thus Π invariates the universal (K, λ) structures on these models and therefore the quotients will admit such structures as well.
The list of Seifert manifolds is complete. Note in particular that the Seifert manifolds geometrized by N, H 2 × E 1 andP SL are K(π, 1)'s and hence they cannot admit metrics of nonegative scalar curvature (note they are note space forms).
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Remark 1.11 The above analysis can be refined to offer an answer to the question raised in [We] : which Seifert manifolds admit Sasakian structures. The answer is simple. A Seifert manifold admits a Sasakian structure if and only if its (rational) Euler class is negative. According to [NR] , these are precisely the Seifert manifolds which can occur as links of a quasi-homogeneous singularity. This extends (in the 3D case) the previous result of [Sas] concerning Sasakian structures on Brieskorn manifolds.
Dirac operators on 3-manifolds
In this section we want to discuss the relationships between spin c structures and m.a.c. structures on a 3-manifold. On any m.a.c. 3-manifold there exists a natural Dirac operator which imitates the Hodge-Dolbeault operator on a complex manifold. It is not a geometric Dirac operator (in the sense of [N] ) and we analyze how far is it from being geometric. §2.1 3-dimensional spinorial algebra We briefly recall the basic facts about the representations of Spin(3) ∼ = SU(2). Denote by Cl 3 the Clifford algebra generated by V = R 3 and by H the skew-field of quaternions. Consider an orthogonal basis {e 0 , e 1 , e 2 } of V . It is convenient to identify H with C 2 via the correspondence
For each quaternion q denote by L q (resp. R q ) the left (resp. the right) multiplication by q. R i defines a complex structure on H and the correspondence (2.1) defines an isomorphism of complex vector spaces. The Clifford algebra can be represented on C 2 ∼ = H using the correspondences
The restriction of the above representation to Spin(3) ⊂ Cl 3 defines the complex spinor representation of Spin (3) s : Spin(3) → Aut (S 3 ).
Using the quantization map q : Λ * V → Cl 3 and s we obtain a map
This map identifies Λ 2 V with the space of traceless, skew-adjoint endomorphisms of S 3 . c extends by complex linearity to a map from Λ 2 V ⊗ C to the space of traceless endomorphisms of S 3 . In particular, the purely imaginary 2-forms are mapped to selfadjoint endomorphisms. For each φ ∈ S 3 denote by τ (φ) the endomorphism of S 3 defined by
The map τ plays a central role in the 3-dimensional Seiberg-Witten equations.
If we identify S 3 with C 2 via some basis and if φ has the form φ = α β the τ (φ) has the description
.
(2.9)
It is not difficult to check that the nonlinear map
is Spin(3) equivariant. We conclude this subsection with a discussion of the following special situation. Assume V is an oriented Euclidian space which has a distinguished unit, say e 0 . We want to describe some of the invariant-theoretic features of the structure:
(oriented Euclidian 3 dimensional space + distinguished unit vector). This is the algebraic counterpart of m.a.c. structure on an oriented 3-manifold.
The group of isomorphisms of this structure is U(1) ∼ = S 1 ∼ = SO(2). The group Spin(3) acts naturally on V . The Lie algebra of the subgroup H of Spin(3) which fixes e 0 is generated by e 1 e 2 = q( * e 0 ) and can be identified with u(1) via the correspondence e 1 e 2 → i ∈ u(1).
This tautologically identifies H with S 1 . The representation of H on S 3 is no longer irreducible and consequently S 3 splits as a direct sum of irreducible H-modules. Alternatively, this splitting can be described as the unitary spectral decomposition of S 3 defined by the action of e 0 on S 3 :
The action of H on S 3 (i) is the tautological S 1 representation, while the action on S 3 (−i) is the conjugate of the tautological representation. §2.2 3-dimensional spin geometry Consider a compact, oriented, m.a.c. 3manifold (N, η, g) . Since w 2 (N) = 0 the manifold N is spin. To understand the relationship between the spin structures on N and the m.a.c structure we need to consider gluing data of T N compatible with the m.a.c. structure.
Consider a good, open cover {U α } of N and a gluing cocycle
The cocyle is valued in SO(2) since T N has a distinguished section ζ, the dual of η. Note that g αβ defines a complex structure in the real 2-plane bundle ζ ⊥ . It is not difficult to see that
as complex line bundles. A spin structure on T N is a lift of this cocycle to an H-valued cocycle, where H is the subgroup of Spin(3) defined at the end of §2.1. Using the tautological identification H ∼ = S 1 we can identify the cover H → SO(2) with
In other words a spin structure is defined by a cocyclẽ
such thatg 2 αβ = g αβ . In other words,g αβ defines a square root of K −1 . Moreover, two such lifts define isomorphic square roots if and only if they are cohomologous. Thus there exists a bijective correspondence between the square roots of K −1 (or, equivalently K) and the spin structures on N.
Now, fix a spin structure s on N defined by a lift g αβ : U αβ → H.
(2.10)
The complex spinor bundle S of this spin structure is associated to the principal H-bundle defined by (2.10) via the representation s H : H → Aut (S).
As we have already seen this splits as
where τ 1 denotes the tautological representation of S 1 ∼ = H and τ −1 is its conjugate. The component τ 1 defines the square root of of ζ ⊥ i.e. the line bundle K −1/2 characterizing the chosen spin structure. We have thus shown that a choice of m.a.c. structure on N produces a splitting S ∼ = K −1/2 ⊕ K 1/2 .
(2.11)
Once we have fixed a spin structure it is very easy to classify the spin c structures: they are bijectively parameterized by the complex line bundles L → N. The complex spinor bundle associated to the spin c structure defined by the line bundle L is
An important important special case is when L = K −1/2 . In this case
where we denoted by C the trivial complex line bundle over N.
Remark 2.1 Our sign conventions differ from those of [MST] . There they choose S(i) ∼ = K 1/2 . The overall effect is a permutation of rows and columns in the block description of the geometric Dirac operator of §2.4. §2.3 Pseudo Dolbeault operators The complex bundle S η introduced in §2.2 was a priori defined in terms of a fixed spin structure on N but a posteriori, the spin structure becomes irrelevant. This is similar to complex manifolds where Λ 0, * T * is a complex spinor bundle associated to a spin c structure canonically associated to the complex manifold. In that case the Dolbeault operator is a Dirac operator compatible with the Clifford structure. Moreover it is a geometric Dirac operator if the manifold is Kähler. In this subsection want to pursue this analogy a little further. In the process we will construct an operator which behaves very much like the Dolbeault operator in the complex case.
Denote by P the real 2-plane bundle η ⊥ . We orient P using the complex structure −c( * η) which identifies it with K. Consider now a complex hermitian vector bundle E → N. Any connection ∇ on E defines an operator
Now observe that
Hence for any section ψ ∈ C ∞ (E) the covariant derivative ψ orthogonally splits into three components:
It terms of a local adapted frame {ζ 0 = ζ, ζ 1 , ζ 2 } we have
For example when E = C then ♭ ∇ψ ∈ C ∞ (K −1 ). In this case if ∇ is the trivial connection d we will write ∂ ♭ (resp.∂ ♭ ) instead of ♭ ∇ (resp. ♭ ∇). Notice that if
The Levi-Civita connection on (N, g) induces via orthogonal projection a connection ∇ ⊥ on K −1 compatible with the hermitian structure. The pseudo Dolbeault operator on (N, η, g) is the first order partial differential operator d :
which in terms of the splitting S η ∼ = K −1 ⊗ C has the block decomposition
More generally, consider the complex spinor bundle S L associated to the spin c structure defined by the complex line bundle L
Using the connection ∇ on K and a connection ∇ L on L we obtain connections ∇ L ±1/2 on K ±1/2 ⊗ L. We can produce a twisted pseudo-Dolbeault operator d L = d L,∇ L on S L described by the block decomposition
Note that
In the conclusion of this subsection we want to establish a commutation equality which will play an important role when studying the Seiberg-Witten equations. Set for simplicity ∇ ± = ∇ L ±1/2 and denote by F ± the curvature of ∇ ± . We want to analyze the "commutator"
assuming N is a Killing m.a.c manifold. Choose a local adapted frame {ζ, ζ 1 , ζ 2 } with dual coframe {η, η 1 , η 2 }. For any ψ ∈ C ∞ (K 1/2 ⊗ L) we have
When dealing with the Seiberg-Witten equations it is convenient to describe the curvature term in the above formula in terms of the curvature F L of L. We will use the formula
Hence we need to explicitly describe the curvature of K equipped with the connection ∇ ⊥ . Note that K −1 can be identified with the bundle ζ ⊥ equipped with the complex structure iζ 1 = ζ 2 iζ 2 = −ζ 1 .
We will compute the curvature of this line bundle using the structural equations of
or, in terms of the complex structure introduced above
Assuming N is a Killing m.a.c manifold we deduce after some simple manipulations
Set µ(x) = C 1 + iC 2 . After some elementary algebra we deduce
(2.13)
We now want to clarify the "mysterious" term (i∂ ζ + b(x))µ in the above formula. To achieve this we will use the structural equations (1.2). Thus
Temporarily set ω = √ 2ε = η 1 + iη 2 . Using the above equalities we deduce
Differentiating the last equality we deduce
The structural equations (1.2) show that the middle term in the right-hand-side of the above formula cancels. The third term can be computed using (2.14). Hence
In a more invariant formε
(2.15)
Using the above equality in (2.13) we deducē
(2.16)
We can now rephrase the commutativity relation (2.12) as
(2.17)
Using an adapted local frame {ζ, ζ 1 , ζ 2 } we can derive a more explicit description of the pseudo-Dolbeault operator d L . Note that div (ζ j ) = 0 so that
(2.18)
We now have sufficient technical background to prove an equivalent characterization of (K, λ) manifolds.
Consider a compact, oriented, Killing m.a.c 3-manifold, (N, η, g) . Continue to denote by K (and resp. ∇ ⊥ ) the pullback of K (and resp. ∇ ⊥ ) on S 1 × N via the natural projection S 1 × N → N.
In §1.2 we have shown that S 1 × N admits an integrable complex structure defined by ∂ ∂θ → ζ and ζ 1 → ζ 2 .
The curvature of K over S 1 × N decomposes into a sum of three types: (2,0), (1,1) and (0,2). Note that the (0,2) component of the curvature is
Proposition 2.2 Let (N, η, g) as above. Then the following conditions are equivalent.
(a) λ is constant.
(c) (0, λ) ∈ K −1 ⊕ C lies in the kernel of d N .
(d) ∇ ⊥ induces a holomorphic structure on the line bundle K over S 1 × N Proof Clearly (a) ⇒ (b) and since ∂ ζ λ we deduce (b) ⇐⇒ (c). The equality (2.19) shows that (b) ⇐⇒ (d) Thus, we only need to prove (b) ⇒ (a). λ extends to a function on S 1 × N and from the conditions∂ ♭ λ = 0 and ∂ ζ λ = 0 on N we deduce∂λ = 0 on S 1 × N. This means λ is a holomorphic function on the compact complex manifold S 1 × N and hence it must be constant.
2 §2.4 Geometric Dirac operators In this subsection we will analyze the geometric Dirac operators on a 3-manifolds and in particular we will relate them with the pseudo-Dolbeault operators of §2.3.
Consider an oriented Killing m.a.c manifold (N, η, g) with a fixed spin structure. Denote by S ∼ = K −1/2 ⊕K 1/2 the bundle of complex spinors associated to this structure.
We begin by first recalling the construction of the canonical connection on K. Pick a local adapted frame {ζ 0 = ζ, ζ 1 , ζ 2 } and denote by σ j the Clifford multiplication by ζ j , j = 0, 1, 2. With respect to the canonical decomposition S ∼ = K −1/2 ⊕ K 1/2 these operators have the descriptions
where ε (resp.ε) denotes the tensor multiplication byε (resp ε) ε : K 1/2 → K −1/2 (resp. ε : K −1/2 → K 1/2 ).
If (ω ij ) denotes the so(3) valued 1-form associated to the Levi-Civita connection via the local frame {ζ j } i.e. ∇ζ j = i ω ij ζ i then the canonical connection on S is defined by
Using the structural equations (1.3) we deduce that, with respect to the local frame {ζ j }, the canonical connection on S has the form
Using the fact that N is a Killing m.a.c. we deducê
The canonical, untwisted (geometric) Dirac operator on S is defined by
Comparing the above description with the identity (2.18) we deduce
More generally if we twist S by a line bundle L equipped with a connection ∇ L we obtain a geometric Dirac operator on S L = S ⊗ L and as above one establishes the following identity
(2.20)
The Seiberg-Witten equations
In this section we finally begin the promised study of the Seiberg-Witten equations. We will restrict our considerations to the special case when the 3-manifold N has a(K, λ)-structure. We first formulate the Seiberg-Witten equations in terms of the invariants of this structure. When λ = 0 as it was observed by many authors these equations can be solved quite explicitly. The situation is dramaticaly more complicated when λ = 0 for reasons explained in the introduction. We subject N to an anisotropic adiabatic deformatiton which has the effect of gradually decreaseing λ.
In the limit λ δ → 0. We study the behavior of the solutions of the Seiberg-Witten equations as the metric degenerates. The resulting picture is remakably similar to the explicit descriptions in of the solutions when λ = 0. As an immediate consequence we have a fairly general of nonexistence result which is beyond the range of the usual Weitzenböck vanishing argument. §3.1 Generalities The goal of this subsection is to describe the 3-dimensional Seiberg-Witten equations and then derive a few elementary consequences. Consider (N, g) a compact, oriented Riemann 3-manifold. The data entering the Seiberg-Witten equations are the following. The connection A defines a geometric Dirac operator D A on S L 1/2 . The Seiberg-Witten equations are
where τ is defined in (2.9) and c is defined in (2.8). The gauge group Aut (L) acts both on the space of connections A(L) and ton the space of sections Γ(S L 1/2 ) and the above equations are invariant under this action.
Using a Weitzenböck formula as in [Wit] one can show that if N has positive scalar curvature then φ ≡ 0 and thus F A = 0. In other words A is a flat S 1 connection. If c 1 (L) is rationally nontrivial there exist no such connections. Thus we will try to stay away from metrics of positive scalar curvature.
Assume now that N is equipped with a m.a.c structure (N, η, g) . Fix a spin structure defined by a square root K −1/2 . Then the spin c structures are classified by the complex line bundle on N. If L is such a line bundle then the corresponding spin c structure has determinant L 2 . Any connection on L 2 is uniquely determined by a connection on L. For each connection ∇ on L denote as before by D ∇ the geometric Dirac operator on S L = K −1/2 ⊗ L ⊕ K 1/2 ⊗ L. The Seiberg-Witten equations can be rewritten D ∇ φ = 0 c(F ∇ ) = 1 2 τ (φ) If we choose an adapted orthonormal frame ζ, ζ 1 , ζ 2 and represent φ as φ = α β then the second equation can be rephrased as
In particular, note that
where · denotes the L 2 -norm over N.
If N is a Killing m.a.c manifold and we denote by ∇ ± the connection induced by ∇ on K ±1/2 ⊗ L then the Seiberg-Witten equations can be rephrased as
Using these equations in (2.17) we deduce (ψ ∈ C ∞ (K 1/2 ⊗ L))
where αβ denotes the tensor product α ⊗β ∈ K −1 . By passing to adjoints we obtain the dual identity (ψ ∈ C ∞ (K −1/2 ⊗ L))
(3.4) §3.2 Adiabatic limits We now have all the data we need to study the behavior of the Seiberg-Witten equations as the metric is anisotropically deformed until it degenerates. We name such a process an adiabatic deformation.
Consider a compact, connected, oriented, (K, λ)-manifold), (N, η, g) . As usual we denote by (N, η δ , g δ ) the anisotropic deformation defined in §1.1. Fix a spin structure defined by a square root K −1/2 . For each δ ≥ 1 we we will refer to the Seiberg-Witten equations defined in terms of the metric g δ as SW δ equations. More explicitly these are (|ζ| g 1 ≡ 1, |η| g 1 ≡ 1)
The gauge equivalence classes of solutions of SW δ will be denoted by S δ . We will fix a smooth connection ∇ 0 on L. All the Sobolev norm will be defined in terms of this connection and its tensor products with connections induced by the Levi-Civita connection of the fixed metric g = g 1 . Any other connection on L will have the form
We denote by A L the affine space of smooth connections on L.
Theorem 3.1 Let (N, η, g) as above and fix a spin c structure defined by a complex line bundle L (so that the associated complex spinor bundle has determinant L 2 ). Assume that for each sufficiently large δ
Then any sequence {([A δ ], [φ δ ]) ∈ S δ ; δ ≫ 1} admits a subsequence which converges in the L 1,2 -topology to a pair
satisfying the following conditions
α · β = 0.
(3.8) (All the above operators are induced by A on S L ).
Proof The crucial step in the proof of the theorem is contained in the following uniform estimates.
Lemma 3.2 There exist R 1 , R 2 > 0 such that
(3.11) ( · denotes the L 2 -norm with respect to the metric g = g 1 while · δ will denote the L 2 -norm with respect to the metric g δ ).
Proof of the lemma As in Lemma 2 of [KM] we deduce that
where s δ denotes the scalar curvature of g δ . The estimate (3.9) is now a consequence of (1.20) of §1.2.
To prove (3.10) note first that F (A δ ) splits into two orthogonal parts. A "transversal" part F τ (A δ ) = F 12 (A δ )η 1 ∧ η 2 and a "longitudinal" part
From the third equation in (3.5) and (3.9) we deduce
Thus we only need to estimate the "longitudinal" component. The fourth equality in (3.2) implies
To estimate the RHS of the above inequality we will use the first two equations in (3.2) and the commutator identity (3.3). To make the presentation more digestible we will omit the subscripts δ and the superscripts ± when we refer to the various intervening connections. Also, for simplicity we will write ζ instead of ζ δ = δζ 1 . Note that the pointwise norms in K ±1/2 ⊗ L are independent of δ.
Apply ♭ ∇ to the second equation in (3.2) δ . We get
Now use the fact that λ is constant and (3.3) to get
Using the equality ♭ ∇β δ = −i∇ ζ α δ − λ δ α δ in the above identity we get after a few manipulations
Take the inner product with α δ of the above equality and integrate using the volume form of the metric g δ . We deduce
On the other hand
We finally obtain
from which we deduce the inequality
From (3.14) we conclude
Coupling the last inequality with (3.12) we obtain (3.10). The estimate (3.11) follows immediately from (3.14). 2 We can now conclude the proof of the theorem. From the estimate (3.10) we deduce that A δ (modulo Coulomb gauges) is bounded in the L 1,2 -norm. Thus a subsequence converges strongly in L 2 and weakly in L 1,2
If we denote by ∇ δ the connection induced by A δ on S L we deduce from the Weitzenböck identity and the Seiberg Witten equations
Using the last equality in (3.15) we deduce that
from which we deduce ♭∇δ β δ 2 + ( ♭∇δ ) * α δ 2 = O(1/δ 2 ).
(3.17)
The above two equalities imply the sequences ∇ 0 ζ φ δ , ♭∇0 β δ and ( ♭∇0 ) * α δ converge in L 2 . Using the pseudo Dolbeault operator on S L defined by ∇ 0 we can reformulate the above conclusions by saying that the sequence d L,∇ 0 φ δ converges in L 2 (S L ). Using the elliptic estimates for d L,∇ 0 and the fact that φ δ is uniformly bounded we conclude that φ δ contains a subsequence convergent in L 1,2 to a section φ ∈ L 1,2 (L). In view of of (3.16) and (3.17) φ satisfies the conditions (3.6) and (3.7) listed in Theorem 3.1. It satisfies a condition slightly weaker than (3.8) namely |α| · |β| = 0.
We will now prove this implies (3.8). Denote by ∇ the connection induced on S L by the limiting connection A. ∇ = ∇ 0 + B, B ∈ L 1,2 (End (S L )). Note that α and β satisfy the elliptic Dirac equation with (possibly discontinuous coefficients)
Applying ♭ ∇ + to the second equation above and using the commutator equality (2.17)
we deduce after some simple manipulations that
Since ♭ ∇β = 0 and α ⊗ β ≡ 0 we deduce
We can rewrite the above equation as
where the "coefficient" T is at least L 2 (it is a combination of the connection A and its derivatives) while the differential operator above is a generalized Laplacian. This is more than sufficient to apply the unique continuation principle of [So] , Theorem 2.1 (which requires T ∈ L 3/2 ) to deduce that if α vanishes on an open subset of N than it must vanish every where. A dual argument proves a similar result for β. Since the product α⊗β is identically zero we deduce that one of them must vanish on an open set and hence every where. Equality (3.8) is proved.
All that is left to prove is that A δ converges strongly in the L 1,2 -metric, not just weakly. To do this apply −i∇ δ ζ δ to the second equation in (3.5). Using the commutator equality (3.4) and following step by step the proof of (3.13) we obtain the "dual"equality
(3.20)
Coupling (3.14) and (3.20) we deduce |α δ | · |β δ | 2 δ ≤ λ 2 δ 3 min{ α δ 2 , β δ 2 }.
Since min{ α δ 2 , β δ 2 } → 0 as δ → ∞ we deduce from (3.12) that the "longitudinal" component of F (A δ ) goes to zero in L 2 . As for the transversal component we see
Since α δ and β δ converge in L 1,2 we deduce from the Sobolev inequality that |α δ | 2 and |β δ | 2 converge in the L 3 and hence in L 2 as well. Thus the curvature converges in L 2 so that, modulo gauge transformations, A δ converge in L 1,2 . The above arguments show that the longitudinal component of the curvature of the limiting connection vanishes. Moreover, the transversal component is uniformly bounded. This means that modulo gauge transformation the limiting connection belongs to an improved Sobolev space L 2,p , ∀ 1 < p < ∞. This is the beginning of a beautiful bootstrap. In the end both φ and A will be smooth. 2 Now let N ℓ be the total space of a degree ℓ principal S 1 bundle
where Σ is a compact surface of genus g ≥ 1. Fix a complex structure on Σ and denote by K the canonical line bundle. Then K ∼ = π * K. Now fix a spin structure on Σ i.e. we fix a square root K 1/2 on Σ. This defines by pullback a spin structure on N. Denote by (N ℓ , η δ , h δ ) the Boothby-Wang (K, λ) structure described in §1.3. Fix a complex line bundle on Σ. Its pullback π * L to N ℓ defines a spin c structure. The above theorem shows that the adiabatic limits of solutions of SW δ of the above spin c structure consist of the following. (a) A connection A on L defining a holomorphic structure on L. (b) Sections α ∈ K −1/2 ⊗ L and β ∈ K 1/2 ⊗ L such that ∂ A β = 0 and∂ * A α = ∂ A α = 0.
Their pullbacks to N ℓ will be constant along fibers. We can decide which of α or β vanishes. More precisely if deg L < deg K −1/2 = 1 − g then L ⊗ K 1/2 cannot admit holomorphic sections so that β ≡ 0. In this case using the equality (3.1 we deduce after an integration along fibers that
This is impossible when g ≥ 1. If deg L > deg K 1/2 = g − 1 then L ⊗ K −1/2 cannot admit antiholomorphic sections so that α ≡ 0. Reasoning as above we deduce another contradictions i.e. the adiabatic limit set is empty when | deg L| > g − 1.
We now analyze what happens when | deg L| ≤ g − 1. We will discuss only the case 1 − g ≤ deg L ≤ 0. The other half is completely symmetric.
Using the equality (3.1) again we deduce 1 8π ( α 2 − β 2 ) = deg L ≤ 0.
Since one of α or β is identically zero we deduce that α ≡ 0. Thus the adiabatic limit set consists of normalized holomorphic pairs i.e pairs of the form (holomorphic structure on L , holomorphic section β of L ⊗ K 1/2 ) where β is normalized by β 2 Σ = 4| deg L| (3.21)
Note that when deg L = 0 the space of normalized holomorphic pairs coincides with the Jacobian of holomorphic line bundles of degree g − 1 over Σ. When deg L = 1 − g the bundle L ⊗ K 1/2 is topologically trivial so that any holomorphic section cannot vanish anywhere. Such a section defines a holomorphic trivialization of L and thus should be identified with a constant which is normalized by (3.21). Hence the adiabatic limit set consits of at most two two solutions. We summarize these observations in the following corollary. Similar results can be formulated for Seifert manifolds. This time the basis is a 2-orbifold and these should also be taken into account. Also a natural question arises whether all of the possible diabatic limit points described in Theorem 3.1 are indeed limit points of some sequence of solutions (A δ , φ δ ). We will address these questions elsewhere.
